
Organizing for Software Product Lines

Abstract
Software product lines have received increasing amounts of attention within the
software engineering community, especially from industry. Most authors focus
on the technical and process aspects and assume an organizational model con-
sisting of a domain engineering unit and several application engineering units. In
our cooperation with several software development organizations applying soft-
ware product line principles, we have identified several other organizational
models that are employed. This article presents a number of organizational mod-
els, organized in four main approaches, i.e. development department, business
units, domain engineering units and hierarchical domain engineering units. For
each approach, its characteristics, applicability and advantages and disadvan-
tages are discussed, as well as an example.

1 Introduction

Achieving reuse of software has been a long standing ambition of the software engi-
neering industry. Every since the paper by [8], the notion of constructing software sys-
tems by composing software components has been pursued in various ways. Most
proposals to achieving component-based software development assume a market
divided into component developers, component users and a market place. However,
this proved to be overly ambitious for most types of software. In response, there has
been a shift from world-wide reuse of components to organization-wide reuse. Parallel
to this development, the importance of an explicit design and representation of the
architecture of a software system has become increasingly recognized. The combina-
tion of these two insights lead to the definition of software product lines. A software
product line consists of a product line architecture, a set of reusable components and a
set of products derived from the shared assets.

Existing literature on software product lines tends to focus on the technology and
the processes that surround product line based software development. These processes
include the design of the software architecture for the product line, the development of
the shared software components, the derivation of software products and the evolution
of the aforementioned assets. However, generally the organizational structure of soft-
ware development organizations that is needed for the successful execution of these
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processes is not discussed. It is, nevertheless, necessary to impose an organization on
the individuals that are involved in the product line.

In this article, we discuss a number of organizational models that can be applied
when adopting a product line based approach to software development. For each
model, we describe in what situations the model is most applicable, the advantages and
disadvantages of the model and an example of a company that employs the model.
Below, we briefly introduce the models that will be discussed in the remainder of the
chapter:

� Development department: When all software development is concentrated in
a single development department, no organizational specialization exists with
either the system family assets or the systems in the family. Instead, the staff at
the department is considered to be resource that can be assigned to a variety of
projects, including domain engineering projects to develop and evolve the reus-
able assets that make up the system family.

� Business units: The second type of organizational model employs a specializa-
tion around the type of systems. Each business unit is responsible for one or a
subset of the systems in the family. The business units share the system family
assets and evolution of these assets is performed by the unit that needs to incor-
porate new functionality in one of the assets to fulfil the requirements of the
system or systems it is responsible for. On occasion, business units may initiate
domain engineering projects to either develop new shared assets or to perform
major reorganizations of existing assets.

� Domain engineering unit: This model is the suggested organization for soft-
ware families as presented in the traditional literature, e.g. [5] and [7]. In this
model, the domain engineering unit is responsible for the design, development
and evolution of the reusable assets, i.e. the software architecture and the com-
ponents that make up the reusable part of the system family. In addition, busi-
ness units, often referred to as system or application engineering units, are
responsible for developing and evolving the systems built based on the system
family assets.

� Hierarchical domain engineering units: In cases where an hierarchical prod-
uct line has been necessary, also a hierarchy of domain units may be required.
In this case, often terms such as `platforms' are used to refer to the top-level
system family. The domain engineering units that work with specialized prod-
uct lines use the top-level family assets as a basis to found their own family
upon.

Some factors that influence the organizational model, but that we have not mentioned
include the physical location of the staff involved in the system family, the project
management maturity, the organizational culture and the type of systems. In addition
to the size of the system family in terms of the number of systems and system variants
and the number of staff members, these factors are important for choosing the optimal
model.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 until 5, the four
aforementioned organizational models are discussed in more detail. Section 6 dis-
cusses the aforementioned factors and their effects on selecting the optimal organiza-
tional model. Finally, related work is discussed in section 7 and the article is concluded
in section 8.

2 Development Department

The development department model imposes no permanent organizational structure on
the architects and engineers that are involved in the software product line. All staff
members can, in principle, be assigned to work with any type of asset within the fam-
ily. Typically, work is organized in projects that dynamically organize staff members
in temporary networks. These projects can be categorized into domain engineering
projects and application (or system) engineering projects. In the former, the goal of the
project is the development of a new reusable asset or a new version of it, e.g. a soft-
ware component. The goal is explicitly not a system or product that can be delivered to
internal or external customers of the development department. The system engineering
projects are concerned with developing a system, either a new or a new version, that
can be delivered to a customer. Occasionally, extensions to the reusable assets are
required to fulfil the system requirements that are more generally applicable than just
the system under development. In that case, the result of the system engineering
project may be a new version of one or more of the reusable assets, in addition to the
deliverable system.

In figure 1, the development department model is presented graphically. Both the
reusable product line assets and the concrete systems built based on these assets are
developed and maintained by a single organizational unit. 

Figure 1. Development department model
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2.1 Applicability

The development department model is primarily applicable for relatively small organi-
zations and for consultancy organizations, i.e. organizations that sell projects rather
than products to their customers. Based on our experience, our impression is that this
model works up to around 30 software-related staff members in product-based organi-
zations. If the number of staff members exceeds 30, generally some kind of organiza-
tional restructuring is required anyhow, independent of the use of a product line.

2.2 Advantages and disadvantages

The development department model has, as most things in life, a number of advantages
and disadvantages. The primary advantage is simplicity and ease of communication.
Since all staff members are working within the same organizational context, come in
contact with all parts of the system family and have contact with the customers, the
product line can be developed and evolved in a very efficient manner with little organ-
izational and administrative overhead. A second advantage is that, assuming that a
positive attitude towards reuse-based software development exists within the depart-
ment, it is possible to adopt a software product line approach without changing the
existing organization, which may simplify the adoption process.

The primary disadvantage of this approach is that it is not scalable. When the
organization expands and reaches, e.g., around 30 staff members, it is necessary to
reorganize and to create specialized units. A second disadvantage is that typically
within organizations, staff members are, depending on the local culture, more inter-
ested in either domain engineering or system engineering, i.e. it has higher status in the
informal organization to work with a particular type of engineering. The danger is that
the lower status type of engineering is not performed appropriately. This may lead to
highly general and flexible reusable components, but systems that do not fulfil the
required quality levels, or visa versa.

2.3 Example

A company that employs this organizational model is Securitas Larm, Sweden. All
their product development, i.e. hardware and software, is concentrated in a single
development department. This department maintains a product line in the domain of
fire-alarm systems, as described in [2]. The department has an engineering staff about
25 persons, so it fits our applicability requirement. In fact, up to a number of years ago,
development was organized in product business units. Each product unit was responsi-
ble for sales, marketing, installation and development of the product. However, espe-
cially development did not function well in this organizational form. Generally only up
to five engineers worked with the product development, which was to few to create an
effective development organization. Consequently, Securitas Larm decided to reorgan-
ize development into a single development department.
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3 Business units

The second organizational model that we discuss is organized around business units.
Each business unit is responsible for the development and evolution of one or a few
products in the software product line. The reusable assets in the product line are shared
by the business units. The evolution of shared assets is generally performed in a dis-
tributed manner, i.e. each business unit can extend the functionality in the shared
assets, test it and make the newer version available to the other business units. The ini-
tial development of shared assets is generally performed through domain engineering
projects. The project team consists of members from all or most business units. Gener-
ally, the business units most interested in the creation of, e.g. a new software compo-
nent, put the largest amount of effort in the domain engineering project, but all
business units share, in principle, the responsibility for all common assets.

Depending on the number and size of the business units and the ratio of shared ver-
sus system specific functionality in each system, we have identified three levels of
maturity, especially with respect to the evolution of the shared assets:
Unconstrained model. In the unconstrained model, any business unit can extend the
functionality of any shared component and make it available as a new version in the
shared asset base. The business unit that performed the extension is also responsible
for verifying that, where relevant, all existing functionality is untouched and that the
new functionality performs according to specification.

A typical problem that companies using this model suffer from is that, especially
software components, are extended with too system-specific functionality. Either the
functionality has not been generalized sufficiently or the functionality should have
been implemented as system-specific code, but for internal reasons, e.g. implementa-
tion efficiency or system performance, the business unit decided to implement the
functionality as part of the shared component.

These problems normally lead to the erosion or degradation of the component, i.e.
it becomes, over time, harder and less cost-effective to use the shared component,
rather than developing a system-specific version of the functionality. As we discussed
in [2], some companies have performed component reengineering projects in which a
team consisting of members from the business units using the component, reengineers
the component and improves its quality attributes to acceptable levels. Failure to reen-
gineer when necessary may lead to the situation where the product line exists on paper,
but where the business units develop and maintain system-specific versions of all or
most components in the product line, which invalidates all advantages of a software
product line approach, while maintaining some of the disadvantages.
Asset responsibles. Especially when the problems discussed above manifest them-
selves in increasing frequency and severity, the first step to address these problems is
to introduce asset responsibles. An asset responsible has the obligation to verify that
the evolution of the asset is performed according to the best interest of the organization
as a whole, rather than optimal from the perspective of a single business unit. The asset
responsible is explicitly not responsible for the implementation of new requirements.
This task is still performed by the business unit that requires the additional functional-
ity. However, all evolution should occur with the asset responsible's consent and
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before the new version of the asset is made generally accessible, the asset responsible
will verify through regression testing and other means that the other business units are
at least not negatively affected by the evolution. Preferably, new requirements are
implemented in such a fashion that even other business units can benefit from them.
The asset responsible is often selected from the business unit that makes most exten-
sive and advanced use of the component.

Although the asset responsible model, in theory at least, should avoid the problems
associated with the unconstrained model, in practice it often remains hard for the asset
responsible to control the evolution. One reason is that time-to-market requirements
for business units often are prioritized by higher management, which may force the
asset responsible to accept extensions and changes that do not fulfil the goals, e.g. too
system-specific. A second reason is that, since the asset responsible does not perform
the evolution him or herself, it is not always trivial to verify that the new requirements
were implemented as agreed upon with the business unit. The result of this is that com-
ponents still erode over time, although generally at a lower pace than with the uncon-
strained model.
Mixed responsibility. Often, with increasing size of the system family, number of
staff and business units, some point is reached where the organization still is unwilling
to adopt the next model, i.e. domain engineering units, but wants to assign the respon-
sibility for performing the evolution assets to a particular unit. In that case, the mixed
responsibility model may be applied. In this model, each business unit is assigned the
responsibility for one or more assets, in addition to the system(s) the unit is responsible
for. The responsibility for a particular asset is generally assigned to the business unit
that makes the most extensive and advanced use of the component. Consequently,
most requests for changes and extensions will originate from within the business unit,
which simplifies the management of asset evolution. The other business units have, in
this model, no longer the authority to implement changes in the shared component.
Instead, they need to issue requests to the business unit responsible for the component
whenever an extension or change is required.

The main advantage of this approach is the increased control over the evolution
process. However, two potential disadvantages exist. First, since the responsibility for
implementing changes in the shared asset is not always located at the business unit that
needs those changes, there are bound to be delays in the development of systems that
could have been avoided in the approaches described earlier. Second, each business
unit has to divide its efforts between developing the next version of their system and of
the component(s) it is responsible for. Especially when other business units have
change requests, these may conflict with the ongoing activities within the business unit
and the unit may prioritize its own goals over the goals of other business units. In addi-
tion, the business unit may extend the components it is responsible for in ways that are
optimized for its own purposes, rather than for the organization as a whole. These
developments may lead to conflicts between the business units and, in the worst case,
the abolishment of the product line approach.
Conflicts. The way the software product line came into existence is, in our experience,
an important factor in the success or failure of a family. If the business units already
exist and develop their systems independently and, at some point, the software product
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line approach is adopted because of management decisions, conflicts between the busi-
ness units are rather likely because giving up freedom that one had up to that point in
time is generally hard. If the business units exist, but the product line gradually evolves
because of bottom-up, informal cooperation between staff in different business units,
this is an excellent ground to build a product line upon. However, the danger exist that
when cooperation is changed from optional to obligatory, tensions and conflicts appear
anyhow. Finally, in some companies, business units appear through an organic growth
of the company. When expanding the set of systems developed and maintained by the
company, at some point, a reorganization into business units is necessary. However,
since the staff in those units earlier worked together and used the same assets, both the
product line and cooperation over business units develop naturally and this culture
often remains present long after the reorganization, especially when it is nurtured by
management. Finally, conflicts and tensions between business units must resolved by
management early and proactively since they imply considerable risk for the success
of the product line.

In figure 2, the business unit model is presented graphically. The reusable system-
family assets are shared by the business units, both with respect to use as well as to
evolution.

3.1 Applicability

As discussed in section 2, when the number of staff members is too low, e.g. below 30,
the organization in business units is often not optimal since too few people are working
together and the communication overhead over unit boundaries is too large. On the
other hand, our hypothesis, based on a number of cases that we have studied, is that
when the number of staff members exceeds 100, domain engineering units may
become necessary to reduce the n-to-n communication between all business units to a
one-to-n communication between the domain engineering unit and the system engi-
neering units. Thus, with respect to staff size, we believe that the optimal range for the
business unit model is between 30 and 100, although this, to a large extent, depends on
the specific context as well.

3.2 Advantages and disadvantages

The advantage of this model is that it allows for effective sharing of assets, i.e. soft-
ware architectures and components, between a number of organizational units. The
sharing is effective in terms of access to the assets, but in particular the evolution of
assets (especially true for the unconstrained and the asset responsible approaches). In
addition, the approach scales considerably better than the development department
model, e.g. up to 100 engineers in the general case.

The main disadvantage is that, due to the natural focus of the business units on sys-
tems (or products), there is no entity or explicit incentive to focus on the shared assets.
This is the underlying cause for the erosion of the architecture and components in the
system family. The timely and reliable evolution of the shared assets relies on the
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organizational culture and the commitment and responsibility felt by the individuals
working with the assets.

Figure 2. Business unit model

3.3 Example

Axis Communications, Sweden, employs the business unit model. Their storage-
server, scanner-server and camera-server products are developed by three business
units. These business units share a common product line architecture and a set of more
than ten object-oriented frameworks that may be extended with system-specific code
where needed. Initially, Axis used the unconstrained model with relatively informal
asset responsibles, but recently the role of asset responsibles has been formalized and
they now have the right to refuse new versions of assets that do not fulfil generality,
quality and compatibility requirements. The assets responsibles are taken from the
business units that make the most extensive and advanced use of the associated assets.
Within the organization, discussions are ongoing whether an independent domain
engineering unit, alternatively, a mixed responsibility approach are needed to guaran-
tee the proper evolution of assets. Whenever new assets or a major redesign of some
existing asset is needed, Axis has used domain engineering projects, but `disguised'
these projects as system engineering projects by developing prototype systems. The
advantage of the latter is that the integration of the new asset with the existing assets is
automatically verified as part of the domain engineering project.
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4 Domain Engineering Unit

The third organizational model for software product lines is concerned with separating
the development and evolution of shared assets from the development of concrete sys-
tems. The former is performed by a, so-called, domain engineering unit, whereas the
latter is performed by system engineering units. System engineering units are some-
times referred to as application engineering units.

The domain engineering unit model is typically applicable for larger organizations,
but requires considerable amounts of communication between the system engineering
units, that are in frequent contact with the customers of their systems, and the domain
engineering unit that has no direct contact with customers, but needs a good under-
standing of the requirements that the system engineering units have. Thus, one can
identify flows in two directions, i.e. the requirements flow from the system engineer-
ing units towards the domain engineering unit and the new versions of assets, i.e. the
software architecture and the components of system family, are distributed by the
domain engineering unit to the system engineering units.

The domain engineering unit model exists in two alternatives, i.e. an approach
where only a single domain engineering unit exists and, secondly, an approach where
multiple domain engineering units exist. In the first case, the responsibility for the
development and evolution of all shared assets, that software architecture and the com-
ponents, is assigned to a single organizational unit. This unit is the sole contact point
for the system engineering units that construct their systems based on the shared
assets.

The second alternative employs multiple domain engineering units, i.e. one unit
responsible for the design and evolution of the software architecture for the product
line and, for each architectural component (or set of related components), a component
engineering unit that manages the design and evolution of the components. Finally, the
system engineering units are, also in this alternative, concerned with the development
of systems based on the assets. The main difference between the first and second alter-
native is that in the latter, the level of specialization is even higher and that system
engineering units need to interact with multiple domain engineering units.

In figure 3, the organizational model for using domain engineering unit is pre-
sented. The domain engineering unit is responsible for the software architecture and
components of the product line, whereas the system engineering units are responsible
for developing the systems based on the shared assets.

4.1 Applicability

Especially smaller companies are very sceptical of domain engineering units. One of
the concerns is that, just because domain engineering units are concerned with reusa-
ble assets, rather than systems that are relevant for customers, these units may not be as
focused on generating added value, but rather lose themselves in aesthetic, generic, but
useless abstractions. However, based on our experience, our impression is that when
the number of staff members working within a system family exceeds around 100 soft-
ware engineers, the amount of overhead in the communication between the business
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units causes a need for an organizational unit or units specialized on domain engineer-
ing.

Multiple rather than a single domain engineering unit become necessary when the
size of the domain engineering unit becomes too large, e.g. more than 30 software
engineers. In that case, it becomes necessary to create multiple groups that focus on
different component sets within system family software architecture. In some cases,
although component engineering units exist, no explicit system family software archi-
tecture unit is present. Rather, a small team of software architects from the component
engineering units assumes the responsibility for the overall architecture.

Finally, at which point the complexities of software development even exceed the
domain engineering unit approach is not obvious, but when the number of software
engineers is in the hundreds the hierarchical domain engineering units model, dis-
cussed in the next section, may become feasible.

Figure 3. The domain engineering unit model

4.2 Advantages and disadvantages

Despite the scepticism in, especially smaller organizations, the domain engineering
unit model has a number of important advantages. First, as mentioned, it removes the
need for n-to-n communication between the business units, and reduces it to one-to-n
communication. Second, whereas business units may extend components with too sys-
tem-specific extensions, the domain engineering unit is responsible for evolving the
components such that the requirements of all systems in the product line are satisfied.
In addition, conflicts can be resolved in a more objective and compromise-oriented
fashion. Finally, the domain engineering unit approach scales up to much larger num-
bers of software engineering staff than the aforementioned approaches.
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Obviously, the model has some associated disadvantages as well. The foremost is
the difficulty of managing the requirements flow towards the domain engineering unit,
the balancing of conflicting requirements from different system engineering units and
the subsequent implementation of the selected requirements in the next version of the
assets. This causes delays in the implementation of new features in the shared assets,
which, in turn, delays the time-to-market of systems. This may be a major disadvan-
tage of the domain engineering unit model since time-to-market is the primary goal of
many software development organizations. To address this, the organization may
allow system engineering units to, at least temporarily, create their own versions of
shared assets by extending the existing version with system-specific features. This
allows the system engineering unit to improve its time-to-market while it does not
expose the other system engineering units to immature and instable components. The
intention is generally to incorporate the system-specific extensions, in a generalized
form, into the next shared version of the component.

4.3 Example

The domain engineering unit model is used by Symbian. The EPOC operating system
consists of a set of components and the responsibility of a number of subsets is
assigned to specialized organizational units. For each device family requirement defi-
nition (DFRD), a unit exists that composes and integrates versions of these compo-
nents into a release of the complete EPOC operating system to the partners of
Symbian. The release contains specific versions and instantiations of the various com-
ponents for the particular DFRD. Some components are only included in one or a few
of the DFRDs.

5 Hierarchical Domain Engineering Units

As we discussed in the previous section, there is an upper boundary on the size of an
effective domain engineering unit model. However, generally even before the maxi-
mum staff member size is reached, often already for technical reasons, an additional
level has been introduced in the software product line. This additional layer contains
one or more specialized product lines that, depending on their size and complexity can
either be managed using the business unit model or may actually require a domain
engineering unit.
In the case that a specialized product line requires a domain engineering unit, we have,
in fact, instantiated the hierarchical domain engineering units model that is the topic of
this section. This model is only suitable for a large or very large organization that has
an extensive family of products. If, during the design or evolution of the product line,
it becomes necessary to organize the product line in a hierarchical manner and a con-
siderable number of staff members is involved in the product line, then it may be nec-
essary to create specialized domain engineering units that develop and evolve the
reusable assets for a subset of the systems in the family.
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The reusable product line assets at the top level are frequently referred to as a platform
and not necessarily identified as part of the product line. We believe, however, that it is
relevant to explicitly identify and benefit from the hierarchical nature of these assets.
Traditionally, platforms are considered as means to provide shared functionality, but
without imposing any architectural constraints. In practice, however, a platform does
impose constraints and when considering the platform as the top-level product line
asset set, this is made more explicit and the designers of specialized product lines and
family members will perform derive the software architecture rather than design it.
In figure 4, the hierarchical domain engineering units model is presented graphically.
For a subset of the systems in the product line, a domain engineering unit is present
that develops and maintains the specialized product line software architecture and the
associated components. Only the components specific for the subset in the product line
are the responsibility of the specialized domain engineering unit. All other components
are inherited from the overall product line asset base. The specialized domain engi-
neering unit is also responsible for integrating the specialized with the general reusable
assets. 

Figure 4. Hierarchical domain engineering unit model
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5.1 Applicability

As mentioned in the introduction, the hierarchical domain units model becomes the
preferred model when the number and variability of systems in the family is large or
very large and considerable numbers of staff members, i.e. hundreds, are involved.
Consequently, the model is primarily suitable in large organizations and long-lived
systems in the family, since the effort and expenses involved in building up this organ-
izational model are substantial.

The complexities involved in the implementation and use of this organizational
model are beyond the scope of this article, but a considerable maturity with respect to
software development projects is required for this approach to succeed. This model is
the fourth and most complex model that we discuss and if the product line cannot be
captured within this model, it is reasonable to assume that the scope of the family has
been set too wide.

5.2 Advantages and disadvantages

The advantages of this model include its ability to encompass large, complex product
lines and organize large numbers of engineers. None of the organizational models dis-
cussed earlier scales up to the hundreds of software engineers that can be organized
using this model.

The disadvantages include the considerable overhead that the approach implies and
the difficulty of achieving agile reactions to changed market requirements. For
instance, in the case of a system part of a specialized product line that, in its turn, is
part of the top level product line, a change in a top level component required for
addressing a market opportunity or threat may take considerable amounts of synchro-
nization effort. When this occurs, a delicate balance needs to be found between allow-
ing system engineering units to act independent, including the temporary creation of
system-specific versions of product line components, versus capitalizing on the com-
monalities between products and requiring system engineering units to use shared ver-
sions of components.

5.3 Example

Although we are aware of companies applying this model as part of their product line
development, we currently have no permission to mention any.

6 Influencing Factors

Up to this point, we have presented the size of the product line and the engineering
staff involved in the development and evolution of the product line as the primary fac-
tors in selecting the appropriate organizational model. Although, in our experience, the
above factors indeed are the most prominent, several factors exist that should be
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allowed to influence the selection decision as well. Below, we present some factors
that we have identified in industry as relevant in this context.

6.1 Geographical distribution

Despite the emergence of a variety of technological solutions aiming at reducing the
effects of geographical location, e.g. telephone, e-mail, video conferencing and distrib-
uted document management, the physical location of the staff involved in the software
product line still plays a role. It simply is more difficult to maintain effective and effi-
cient communication channels between teams that are in disparate locations and, per-
haps even, time zones, than between teams that are local to each other. Therefore, units
that need to exchange much information should preferably be located closer to each
other than units that can cooperate with less information.

For instance, geographical distribution of the teams developing the systems in the
family may cause a company to select the domain engineering unit model because it
focuses the communication between the domain engineering unit and each system
engineering unit, rather than the n-to-n communication required when using the busi-
ness unit model.

6.2 Project management maturity

The complexity of managing projects grows exponentially with the size of the project
(in virtually any measure). Therefore, the introduction of a software product line
approach requires, independent of the organizational model, a relatively high level of
maturity with respect to project management. Projects need to be synchronized over
organizational boundaries and activities in different projects may be depending on
each other, which requires experience and pro-activeness in project management.

To give an example, incorporating new functionality in a product line component
at Axis Communications requires communication with the other business units at the
start, the actual execution and at the end of the project. At the start because it should be
verified that no other business unit is currently including the same or related function-
ality. During the project, to verify that the included functionality and the way in which
it is implemented are sufficiently general and provide as much benefit as possible to
the other business units. After the end of the project, to verify that the new version of
the component provides backward compatibility to systems developed by the other
business units.

6.3 Organizational culture

The culture of an organization is often considered to be hard to use concept, which is
obviously the case. However, the attitude that each engineer has towards the tasks that
he or she is assigned to do and the value patterns exhibited by the informal organiza-
tional groups have a major influence on the final outcome of any project. Thus, if a
kind of `cowboy' or `hero' culture exists in which individual achievements are valued
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higher than group achievements, then this attitude can prove to be a serious inhibitor of
a successful software product line approach that is highly dependent on a team culture
that supports interdependency, trust and compromise.

For instance, at one company, which will remain unnamed, we discussed the intro-
duction of a software product line approach. The company had extensive experience in
the use of object-oriented frameworks and within each business unit reuse was wide-
spread and accepted. However, when top management tried to implement product line
based reuse, business unit managers revolted and the initiative was cancelled. The rea-
son, it turned out, was that each business unit would have to sacrifice its lead archi-
tect(s) for a considerable amount of time during the development of the reusable
product line assets. In addition, the conversion would delay several ongoing and
planned projects. These two effects of adopting a product line approach would, among
others, lead to highly negative effects on the bonuses received by, especially, business
unit management. One explanation could be that these managers were selfish people
that did not consider what was best for the company as a whole. However, our expla-
nation is that top management had, under many years, created a culture in which busi-
ness units were highly independent profit centres. This culture conflicted directly with
the product line approach top management tried to introduce.

6.4 Type of systems

Finally, an important factor influencing the optimal organizational model, but also the
scope and nature of the system family, is the type of systems that make up the family.
Systems whose requirements change frequently and drastically, e.g. due to new tech-
nological possibilities, are substantially less suitable for large up-front investments
that a wide scoped, hierarchical software product line approach may require, than sys-
tems with relatively stable requirement sets and long lifetimes. Medical and telecom-
munication (server-side) systems are typical systems that have reasonably well
understood functionality and that need to be maintained for at least a decade and often
considerably longer.

For instance, we earlier discussed the possibility for consultancy companies that
typically are project based to adopt a software product line approach. Since subsequent
projects often are in the same domain, the availability of a product line architecture
and a set of reusable components may substantially reduce lead time and development
cost. However, the investment taken by such a company to develop these assets can
never be in the same order of magnitude as a product-based company with clear mar-
ket predictions for new products. The consultancy company has a significantly higher
risk that future projects are not in exactly the same domain, but an adjacent, invalidat-
ing or at least reducing the usefulness of the developed assets. Consequently, invest-
ment and risk always need to be balanced appropriately.
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7 Related Work

As we discussed in the introduction, most publications in the domain of software prod-
uct lines address issues different from the organizational ones. Macala et al. [7] and
Dikel et al. [5] were among the first publications that describe experiences from using
software product lines in an industrial context. Although the authors do address organ-
izational, management and staffing issues, both assume the domain engineering unit
model and present it as the de-facto organizational model. Jacobsen et al. [6] also dis-
cuss organizational issues, but focus on a number of roles that should be present and
do not address the overall organization of software product line based development. In
[4], the authors address organizational issues of software product line. The authors
identify four functional groups, i.e. the architecture group, the component engineering
group, the product line support group and the product development group. The authors
identify that these functional groups may be mapped to organizational units in various
ways. Finally, Bayer et al. [1] discuss a methodology for developing software product
lines and discuss organizational guidelines, but no organizational models.

8 Conclusion

In this article, we have discussed four organizational models for software product lines
and discussed, based on our experiences, the applicability of the model, the advantages
and disadvantages and an example of an organization that employs the particular
model. Below, the four models are briefly summarized:

� Development department: In this model software development is concen-
trated in a single development department, no organizational specialization
exists with either the software product line assets or the systems in the family.
The model is especially suitable for smaller organizations. We have seen suc-
cessful instances of this model up to 30 software engineers. The primary advan-
tages are that it is simple and communication between staff members is easy,
whereas the disadvantage is that the model does not scale to larger organiza-
tions. 

� Business units: The second type of organizational model employs a specializa-
tion around the type of systems in the form of business units. The business units
share the product line assets and evolution of these assets is performed by the
unit that needs to incorporate new functionality in one of the assets to fulfil the
requirements of the system or systems it is responsible for. Three alternatives
exist, i.e. the unconstrained model, the asset responsibles model and the mixed
responsibility model. The model is often used as the next model in growing
organizations once the limits of the development department model are
reached. Some of our industrial partners have successfully applied this model
up to 100 software engineers. An advantage of the model is that it allows for
effective sharing of assets between a set of organizational units. A disadvantage
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is that business units easily focus on the concrete systems rather than on the
reusable assets.

� Domain engineering unit: In this model, the domain engineering unit is
responsible for the design, development and evolution of the reusable assets,
i.e. the software architecture and the components that are make up the reusable
part of the software product line. In addition, system engineering units are
responsible for developing and evolving the systems built based on the product
line assets. The two alternatives include the single domain engineering unit
model and the multiple domain engineering units model. In the latter case, one
unit is responsible for the product line architecture and others for the reusable
software components. The model is widely scalable, from the boundaries where
the business unit model reduces effectiveness up to several hundreds of soft-
ware engineers. One advantage of this model is that it reduces communication
from n-to-n in the business unit model to one-to-n between the domain engi-
neering unit and the system engineering units. Second, the domain engineering
unit focuses on developing general, reusable assets which addresses one of the
problems with the aforementioned model, i.e. too little focus on the reusable
assets. One disadvantage is the difficulty of managing the requirements flow
and the evolution of reusable assets in response to these new requirements.
Since the domain engineering unit needs to balance the requirements of all sys-
tem engineering units, this may negatively affect time-to-market for individual
system engineering units.

� Hierarchical domain engineering units: In cases where an hierarchical prod-
uct line has been necessary, also a hierarchy of domain units may be required.
The domain engineering units that work with specialized product lines use the
top-level assets as a basis to found their own product line upon. This model is
applicable especially in large or very large organizations with a large variety of
long-lived systems. The advantage of this model is that it provides an organiza-
tional model for effectively organizing large numbers of software engineers.
One disadvantage is the administrative overhead that easily builds up, reducing
the agility of the organization as a whole, which may affect competitiveness
negatively.

Finally, we have discussed a number of factors that influence the organizational
model that is optimal in a particular situation. These factors include geographical dis-
tribution, project management maturity, organizational culture and the type of sys-
tems.
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